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                       Divorce is one of the hardest decisions a married couple can make. Ending a marriage is considered if a couple discovers they are incompatible. Another reason is the unhealthy home environment. However, divorce proceedings can take a lot of time to be resolved. Various factors, such as the assets and properties that will need to be distributed to either party and the custody and support for the children, all need to be resolved prior to the finalization of the divorce.
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Fortunately, experienced Fort Lauderdale divorce lawyers from Fort Lauderdale Divorce Attorneys can help navigate your case regardless of its complexity. When we handle cases, our lawyers work with you to create a solid legal plan we can utilize in court to fight for your children’s rights and stable home life. We will also help you by providing legal advice and resources so you can make the right decisions for your family.

Our Fort Lauderdale, FL family lawyers will walk you through the process from start to finish, helping secure the best outcome for you and protect the interests of your children. We are committed to helping you achieve the future you want after the divorce, no matter what arrangement will be made during the proceedings.

Call Fort Lauderdale Divorce Attorneys at (954) 371-2993 for your Consultation with a Fort Lauderdale Divorce Lawyer!

Dedicated Divorce Support

Every divorce case is unique, and there are no guarantees that it will end amicably for both parties. Because of this, it is highly recommended that you partner with a legal firm to walk you through the divorce process, resulting in the best possible outcome for your family.
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Without a legal firm to serve as your legal partner for your divorce case, the case may become prolonged, or you may lose more in the process.

When you reach out to us, you will be assigned to one of our experienced divorce lawyers, who will help you resolve the case and provide the legal advice you need. Our team will also sit down with you to learn every point that may be included in the divorce and create a legal strategy to get you the best outcome for the case.


Get A Consultation 

Child Custody and Child Support

As a parent, it is understandable that the health and well-being of your children are your priority. Often this includes their relationship with their other parent. However, if the home environment is no longer happy or safe for them, divorcing the other parent may help these children have a chance at a better life.

Child custody and child support will be included in the divorce proceedings to ensure that both parties meet the child’s needs and interests even after the divorce. The proceedings will also ensure that both parents can still have a relationship with their children and be an active part of their life.

Our divorce attorneys will explain how the courts decide child custody and support, what you can expect to pay or receive, and how time-sharing and decision-making arrangements can be sorted out. We will make sure that your children receive all the support they need while still having bonds with their parents, who will guide them through life.

Alimony and Spousal Support

In many marriages, one spouse is the primary income earner, while the other is the one who takes care of the home and the family. Because of this fact, there is uncertainty for the other party to have a chance to lead a normal life after the divorce.
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When the court considers the situation of both parties, they may consider ordering one party to pay for alimony or spousal support if they have the means to support the other party. But, there is a possibility that the other party has to pay it depending on the grounds for the divorce. Our dedicated divorce lawyers can answer your inquiries about how alimony or spousal support is computed and determine if you will be the one to pay it or not.

At Fort Lauderdale Divorce Attorneys, we strive to protect you and your interests as the proceedings go underway. Our Fort Lauderdale divorce lawyer is also ready to argue on your behalf if you will be tasked to pay spousal support.

Asset and Property Division

During a divorce proceeding, assets and properties will be discussed.
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Under the law, assets and properties accumulated throughout the marriage will be split evenly between both parties so they can start anew after the divorce. However, certain assets and properties hold a high sentimental or financial value that couples may fight for. Some properties cannot easily be divided equally, such as real estate.

We have a great team of asset and property division experts who can help you look into the assets and properties that will be included in the divorce proceedings. As we look into these properties, we will help you identify the ones you truly love, which have high value, and which can be used as a bargaining chip. We can also prepare the proper documentation to help you get the assets you truly own, especially those you owned before you married.

Business Owner, High-Value or High Profile Divorce

While typical divorce cases are already complicated on their own, there are divorce cases that are even more complex because they involve businesses, high-value assets and properties, and high-profile personalities such as celebrities, politicians, and business elites.

When you reach out to Fort Lauderdale Divorce Attorneys, our divorce lawyers will aggressively fight to protect your assets and keep your reputation clean as you undergo the divorce process. We know how much impact a divorce case can have on your life, which is why you don’t have to worry. We will also be discreet when collecting the documentation to protect your rights to specific properties and assets. You can also count on us to be with you in every step so that you can make the right legal decisions for your case.


Get A Consultation 

Talk to Our Legal Experts Today
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Divorce is not an easy choice, but if taking this step would benefit you, your spouse, and your family, there is a way to make it bearable.

Our Fort Lauderdale divorce lawyers at Fort Lauderdale Divorce Attorneys can provide the legal support that will guide you through the proceedings and help you get the best arrangement for your future. You can also count on us to fight for your rights to be involved with your children, get the right assets to reestablish your life after the divorce, and build a better future.

Call Fort Lauderdale Divorce Attorneys at (954) 371-2993 for your Consultation with a Fort Lauderdale Divorce Lawyer!
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